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The torso is the central part of MINILAND characters. We will 
first consider it as a parallelepiped of 2x3 studs on 3 bricks 

high. For the sake of clarity for the rest of the presentation, we 

will add connections for the arms (half-Technic pins), the junction 

with the head (jumper plate) and the upper legs (the inverted 

slope bricks ). In the forthcoming articles, other possibilities will 

be described in regard to these particular elements. All dimen-

sions can be adapted to represent children, teenagers or overwei-

ght people.

The first amendments to this uniform and geometric bust that we will ex-

pose concern the patterns that can be done to add details. The simplest is to add 

a belt with its buckle. On that purpose, we use plates of different colors from the 

rest of the torso and legs. As we will see later, it often needs a change on part 

colors to suggest a new item. A similar change consist in swapping the color all 

the way up to the neck. We then get an open jacket over a T-shirt.
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Brick
Erling’s

1x1
Technic Brick

Keeping in mind the will to 

represent women, the following 

arrangement makes an intensive 

use of the jumper plate to shape a 

thinner figure at the waist.

The following examples show 

that by varying the colors, you can 

already get a huge variety of different 

characters.

A minor change - the addition 

of a 1x1 Technic bricks with half pin 

or of an Erling’s brick - allows you to 

add details like a tie or shirt pockets.

The same change made possible 

to put a smooth plate 1x2. This as-

sembly is used for female characters 

to represent the chest.
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But all the characters do not 

have wasp waist. The use of slope 

bricks, a deeper bust (3 studs instead 

of 2), can recreate large characters 

(overweight people, pregnant wo-

men), looked (for a charge or based 

on a guardrail) or arched (elderly 

people) .

As an illustration to this second lesson on building MINILAND 
characters, we propose you to build a pregnant woman, design inspired 
by Billund’s MINILAND models. This character is made of 50 parts and 
is 10 bricks tall (5’8’’ - 1.73 meters at scale).
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Body

Right Leg

Original Design

from Billund’s

MINILAND Model

Arts created using 

the LDraw
System of Tools


